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SAE evicted from frat house
vMike

Skult

5 Editor

'CwcrsofSigmaAlpha Epsilon's
ity house have been taken down
^mintedover. It is as if they were
!-r there,and it will stay like that for
latest of the school year.
Roughly three months ago, SAE
gjved an eviction notice from the
thcJoint UniversityJudiciary. The
J, which is made up of three stu^ faculty members and three
administrators, hadalready placedS AE
on probation in spring 1990.
Vice Preside nt of S tuden t L ife J udi th
Cumbers says SAE was evicted be
cause "the condition of their probation
was violated."
For now, living facilities for the 54
members of the fraternity who planned
10 live in the house have primarily
sited to the Venetian Bridges Apart
ments, Southwest and Grace Covell.
SAE President Rob Nemetz says,
"Housing was very helpful in finding
places for us close to campus."
Unfortunately for SAE, living ariangements are not top priority right
now, SAE member David Moore says,
"Our top priority is to learn from our
mistakes and prove ourselves to the
university and SAE nationally."
In its effort to prove itself, the fralanity hassetupafour-member Alumni
reorganization committee headed by
SAE John Surbridge.
The committee is set ting goals and
guidelines for the active members to
follow. There is a possibility that some
current SAE's will not be members
when the committee isdone reorganiz-

Staff Writer

SAE as it appears now with no letters on front.
"The organization will determine
what members are up to SAE national
standards and represent SAE in a posi
tive way," says Chambers. "When the
Alumni Reorganization Board finishes
its interviews and decides who will
stay a member and who won't, that is
when there will be an SAE." The
interviews started last Sunday and will
last for roughly two weeks.
Despite all the setbacks, SAE still

remains an active fraternity.
"We still have every privilegeother
fraternities on campus have, except we
have no house and no little sisters,"
says Nemetz. "We have accepted what
has happened to the house and.wevaregoing on. We are going to have pledg
ing and continue to do all the positive
activities we did in the past."
Next spring, SAE, along with other
Greek groups, will have a chance to

The Public Relations Student Soci
ety of America (PRSSA) held its first
meeting of the year last Wednesday
evening to welcome prospectivemem
bers and to set a tentative agenda for the
1991-1992 school year.
PRSSA, founded in 1968, is a preprofcssional designed to help students
gain experience in the business world,
create opportunities to bridge the gap
between students and the professional
community and learn about modern
public relations principles and about
prospective opportunities in the field.
It has over 5,300 members and 166
chapters nationwide.
This year PRSSA intends to in
volve itself on campus by helping
campus groups with their public rela
tions campaigns and by organizing
events for students to encourage school
spirit.
In addition, some members of the
group will represent UOP at a national
conference to be held in Arizona Nov.
2-5.
The conference will be attended by
apply for the now-vacant house. SAE
has no promise it will get the house both national PRSSA and PRSA, the
back and will be given in preference professional equivalent and the largest
public relations organizations in
over the other groups.
"A subcommittee of Jie Resident
, Life and- Housing Committee will es
tablish criteria and qualifications for all
Greek groups that submit an applica
tion," says Chambers. "Whomever the
subcommittee feels is tin best group
for the house will receive it."

SBPA begins speaker forum

broadcast

Wayne D. Angell, a member of the
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, opened the 19911992 Pacific Business Forum speaker
series on Thursday in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Angell discussed the
economic outlook.
One of the seven governors ap
pointed by the president of the United
States, he is currently chairman of the
Board'sCommitteeonFederalReserve
Bank Activities and chairman of the G10 Committee on Payment and

% Scott Verue
Staff Writer

Settlement Systems.
Angell was director of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City, profes
sor of economics and dean at Ottawa
University, and served as state repre
sentative in the Kansas House of
Representatives.
The speaker series will continue
with Masaaki Morita, chairman and
CEO of Sony Corporation of America,
on Tuesday, Nov. 12; Lawrence A.
Hough, president and CEO of the Stu
dent Loan and Marketing Association

Dr. LaVon Rupel has been named
director of the Counseling Center. Dr.
Rupel served as interim director of the
(Sallie Mae), on Wednesday, Feb.26; Center for the past academic year, foland RichardA. Clarke, chairman of the lowingtheretirementof Dr. Beth Mason
board and CEO of Pacific Gas and in May 1990.
"Dr. Rupel continually demon
Electric Company, on Thursday, Apr.
strates
the positive leadership abilities
9.
the
University
strives to promote," says
A reception will precede each
Judy
Chambers,
vice president of Stuspeaker at 4:30 p.m. in oom 112 of
dentLife.
"Particularly
impressive has
Weber Hall. Admission i; free and the
been
her
establishment
of
outreach pro
public is welcome.
The Business Forum is sponsored
by the School of Business a Public
Administration, its student a: rciation
and local businesses.
By Cathy Caramucci

oitir r*f
tltlH Dean
UPfiTl ftf
T Hi l 111
sity
of Nebraska and
of Journal
ism at Ohio State University. He was
also honored twiceby John F. Kennedy
in 1962 and 1963 at the White House
for excellence in journalism.
"He spent his lifetime in higher
education and cared very deeply about
his students," said his wife, Dr. Carol
Ann Hall.
Gamboa, who had Dr. William Hall
as a teacher, felt that he was one of the
best teachers she ever had."We wanted
to do something special for Carol Ann.
It's better than giving flowers and can
be used later on."
Anyone interested in making a con
tribution to either fund should contact
the Development Office at UOP or
they can send a check to:
The American Cancer Society, San
Joaquin-Calaveras Unit, 207 East Al
pine, Stockton, CA 95204.

Awareness Week planned

""crested studentsshould call and leave

Message at 946-3048.

M
V

grams on campus,additional clinic time
that students have requested, support
group sessions and special interest
workshops for students with eatingdis
orders, drug and alcohol-related
problems and learning disabilities"
This fall theUOP Counseling Cen
ter will be open weekdays 8:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. Some evening and Saturday
appointments may be available. To
makeappointments,call946-2225. The
crisis hot-line is 946-2315.

)lans

R.O.A.D. moves ahead

Fund starts for William Hall

The student-operated closed cable
radio station, KPAC is scheduled to hit
•
.
- - rtwoallnn/*fl
dents
receive
awards for excellence
^airwaves on Homecoming Day at 8
at|t Under the supervision of Dr. Alan
By Eva Chi
and go to speech conferences that they
Staff Writer
would have never been able to go.
% the station will begin broadcastA second memorial donation has
rail from the John Crabbestudio below
Dr. William Hall, a former UOP
KU0P along with a ribbon cutting professor, died on Aug. 21 after his been established by three UOP alumni
in honor of Dr. William Hall at the
breakfast with the KUOP alumni.
fourth battle with cancer.Two separate
The project, made possible by a memorial funds have been set up at American Cancer Society. Stephanie
6rant from University of the Pacific UOP and the American Cancer S ociety Gandy, UlrikaGamboa and Clark Lam,
all former students of the communica
Regent Ralph Guild, will initially be
in his honor.
tion department set up a memorial fund.
^obyRay'sradio production class and
TheWilliamE.HallMemonalFund
"We thought that setting up a fund
^'"eventually offer independent study was the first to be established by his
would
be a lasting memorial," said
°PPortunities as well as on air experi wife, Dr. Carol Ann Hall,aprofessonn
Gandy. "By setting up a fund, research
ence.
the communication department. The
Student Andrew Wisot will serve fund was set up to be a living tributefor and grants would help somebody else
out in the long run."
38
Program director,drawing expeDr. William Hall had a long list of
e
" nce from recent internships with
"I know that it would please him
accomplishments
as a professional *
HS-FM and Power 106-FM, Los because it wouldallow students to reach
teacher
and
as
a
caring
person.
"geles. He will be assisted by radio for their dreams," said Dr. Carol Ann
He
was
the
head
of
the
journalism
Production student Rhett Butler, who Hall. "He would always advise stu
program
at
Texas
Tech.,
the
director of
W|" act as music director.
dents to dream no small dreams "
the
School
of
Journalism
at the Univer
The format of the station is going to
The fund is intended to help stu
^fop40energy/progressive rock along
newscasts, sportscasts, promonal contests and advertisement sales.
Kay is very optimistic ad expects a
P°sitive relationship with KUOP. The
Flew station will provide a stepping
?ne for students interested in radio.
„ • tpA,rnholAware- 100% cotton, T-shirt," says Tami
National Collegia
_
Dorraugh. "However, budget limitaKKAC will be a minor league for
ness
.
says Ray, who encourages
'
Th,\ vearthcAlcotions have restricted usfrom sponsoring
swii-approaching. Th sy
me shirts ourselves. Therefore, we
^rested students to contact him atthe soon
hoi Awareness Activiti
Ornn>unication Department.
would like to ask for donations of $30
and the R.O.A.D. Program want to to $50 or as much as each group would
Auditions for on-air spots will take
support this event with a T-shirt •
•
I e on Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. at KUOP.
%e would like to get a colorful like to
Week

America. Students will have the op
portunity to mingle and ask questions
with those working in public relations.
The group also will participate in
PROAM program, which enables its
members tobe paired up with a profes
sional for a day to give them an idea of
what their future could hold.
Along with these opportunities,
PRSSA will also be represented at a
regional caucus forits district(the South
Pacific district with California, Ne
vada and Hawaii) in Las Vegas on Oct.
4-5.
PRSSA also offers various schol
arships and awards that can benefit
members.
The 1991-92 officers of the UOP
chapterarePresidentCathyCaramucci,
Vice-President Marne Grant, National
Liaison Julie Webster, Secretary Kristin
Wash, Treasurer Christina Roman, PR
Director Susan Miyasaki, Social Di
rector Val Sarver and Membership
Director Priscilla Sorenson.
Although PRSSA is public rela
tions oriented, students with other
majors are encouraged to join to help
them gain a better understanding of the
business world. For additional infor
mation contact one of theofficers listed
above or attend the next meeting on
Oct.2 in Wendell Philips Center, room
122 at 5 p.m.

Rupel begins
as new director

KPAC to
Day

PRSSA looking
for members
By Allison Wagda

J

Homecanhg

Since 1908

Each organizations' name will be
printed on the back as a sponsor of the
program. R.O.A.D. plans to have the
T-shirts printed by Oct. 10.
For more information, contactTami
Dorraugh at R.O.A.D. at 946-2256 or
477-0114.

life, and we have other given needs
within," says Judy Chambers, vice
Guest Writer
president of Student Life.
"We have lots of students, faculty
The R.O.A.D. (Responsible Op
and
staff who are willing to bring this
tions for Alcohol and Drugs) program
program
fullsteam ahead,"says Cham
continues even though the coordina
bers,
"We
believe the program can
tor, Randy Haveson, is leaving on Sept.
make
a
contribution
to UOP without
30. Haveson's full-time position was
having
a
full-time
coordinator."
supported by a FIPSE (Fund for the
The Senate, ASUOP, Up-Beat and
Improvement of Post Secondary Edu
Student Life have provided funds to
cation) grant, and it has expired.
continue programming forR.O.A.D."
UOP has decided not to provide
Commenting on leaving UOP,
funds to support a salary fora full-time
Haveson said,"Itis sad togo. Ihaveput
coordinator. Instead, it has assigned
a lot of me into this program, and there
the R.O.A.D. coordinator duties to
will always be a little part of 'Randy
Peggy Rosson, director of Student
Road' here. I wish I could stay, but I
Advising. Rosson will be juggling the
understand their reasons for not con
duties of R.O.A.D. and student advis
tinuing my position."
ing.
"We appreciate the contribution
"We believe in funding a full-time
Randy has made to UOP, and we wish
coordinator, but it would be at the
expense of other prioritiesjn_studem_ him luck," Chambers said.
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AT&T STUDENT
SAVER PLUS

looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite, join

AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll be able

to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. • Our Reach Out9 America Calling Plans*

t
save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Manager* will save you time by separating |
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your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for
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free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call

from almost anywhere to anywhere. • And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long

distance service. • Plus, if you register for any of our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'll get a

free hour's worth of AT&T long distance

calling* As well as discounts on all kinds of things, all year round. • So ask about AT&T Student Saoer Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&TSttident Saver Phis today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4810
tThis service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
•Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to
one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Otter valid through June 30.1992
©1991 AT&T
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EDITORIAL
Freshmen will be freshmen
It is

a brand new year at Pacific and many changes have

taken p^e °vct the sutnnier recess. Cable televisions been

(it still is not working in some places!), streets have
been re-directed and the long-awaited student fitness center is
linder construction Change is a constant and a necessary pan
Ufe. However, the more things change, the more some

installed

The class of 1995 has arnved, or should we sav descended
„„ pacific and all of us surroundings. Gran.^mSv 0f ?s
have not been freshmen tor some time now, but the traits of
freshmen have not changed simply because three-fourths of
the campus has grown up (or at least gotten older). Freshmen
in any year possess specific traits and mannerisms which do
not change just because they age. For some, the remainder of
this article will be a trip down memory lane, and for the
freshmen, a retrospect of your first three weeks at Pacific
Mom and dad have left and it is at this point that a freshman
is created. I he lack. 01 Riles and constant parental supervision
has a strange effect on people. They become wild andiuntamed
beasts, which is evidenced at every turn. Alcohol, especially
in large quantities, seems to attract freshmen who insist that
they never got sick when they were in high school' (That
Stockton beer must be stronger than the beer in the rest of the
country!).
Freshmen can also be spotted by that constant look of fear
which they possess. At any given time, just glance at a
freshman the wrong way and a Took of fear comes across his

when looking;
ng a bottle of wine can get
vou into troub
It's funny to notice just how naive and clueless freshmen
are, especially when they try to apply the survival rules of high
school to life at Pacific. No one really cares how much money
you have or what type of car you drive. College relationships
(at least those that last more than a week) are based on truth and
openness. Growth and maturity unfortunately do not come
with the new freshmen, yet over the course of the year, the
lowly freshmen seem to reform, or mellow at best.
Existence as a freshman (in terms of a calendar year, not
units) only lasts a short time, but it may be the most valuable
of the four years at Pacific. All of us at one point displayed at
least a few of these naive and foolish qualities, but alas,
growing up is an experience which comes from trial and error.
Errors are as common as freshmen, and the foolish qualities of
freshmen make them all the more adorable.
Life moves quickly and change is constant. Next year will
be completely different from this year and this year's freshmen
will have grown. But once again, next September, we can look
forward to the new influx of freshmen, and rest assured, they
will remind you of this year's freshman class. Thereis life after
freshman year, but isn't it nice to know that even after spending
a few years here there will always be freshmen?

Distributed by Tribune Media Services

Pacific's Rough Roads
By Jeffrey Weinberg
Editorial Editor

It's been two years and the roads in
and around campus still resemble some
thing from the battlefields of Kuwait
and Iraq. I am sick and tired of having
the alignment on my car fixed due to
the horrible conditions of the streets at

LETTERS POLICY

Pacific.
Apparently, the administration does
not see the deterioration of the school's
roadways as a priority which must be
addressed. In fact, it seems to me that
the administration has completely ig
nored the problem of our streets. With
this in mind, I would like to point out a
few issues related to the conditions of
our streets.
To begin, for the last several years,
the roads have deteriorated to the point
that there is only dirt in some places.
This dirt tends to liethree to four inches
below the remainder of the roadway
creating "potholes." These "potholes"
love water and seem to attract plenty of
it each winter.
Furthermore, Physical Plant, in an

Have you got something you want to say about an
article you've seen in The Pacifican? Problems with a
story or praise for policies, people or places on campus?
Why not write a letter to the editor? The Pacifican is
read by nearly 94 percent of the student body and )6
percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words.
All submissions must have a name, address and tele
phone number to be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for
length and clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the
following Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to
3rd floor Hand Hall, Stockton, CA 95211.

attempt to fix the roads, merely places
more dirt in the open holes. This bril
liant solution is not really viable
considering on any given December
day, Campus Way resembles a mud
track at a tractor pull! Until all Pacific
students attain 2000 horse-power jet
engines, Campus way is one street to
avoid during the wet months.
From a safety standpoint, I am sur
prised that nobody has been killed yet.
As mountain biking and roller blading
increase in popularity, students are
forced tonavigateUOP's own obstacle
course. Imagine, one can attend class
and navigate a treacherous series of
holes and buckled pavement all within
the span of a day!
Finally, you know that the streets
are too old when Physical Plant is forced
to paint portions of the street black in
order for traffic markings to show. Call
me crazy, but I would think that if the
street is no longer black, then it is time
to fix that street.
I urge the administration to either
fix the streets now, or pay for the con
tinual automobile maintenance costs
for Pacific students.
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What advice do you have for incoming freshmen?"
Greg Ruppert,
Senior,
International Studies.

Kerry Reid,
Junior,
Psychology.

?

.

Jay Hickingbotham,
Senior,
Business

Flennell Parrish,
Senior,
Business.

Andrea Bennett,
Senior,
Communicative Disorders.
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Don't lose sight of who you
"Try as hard as you can early"Try to avoid isolating your are and remember why you on to have a high G.P.A., because
self anddon' t beafraid to become
came here. Remember your it is harder in the long run to play
Evolved with activities on cam- g j don't let everyone else catch-up in order to boost it.
0a s
Pus and even in the Stockton
influence you. Just be yourself."
community—except don't go out
at night.'

'Study hard and take it easy.'

4
11/07

454UPS

m
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31380-23

"Organize your time on a
weekly calendar."
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PACIFIC TALKS
Compiled by Robert Yelas
Senior Staff Writer

'

"Being a senior, I can say that
the four years goesreally fast and
you should take advantage of it—
not just socially, but educationally,
and have fun."
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She called it
foreign affairs

Soviet future remains unclear
USSR struggles to maintain unity in a dividednation

Union

ceived threat he was to hard-line com
munists, ultimately culminated in the

By Aaron Schneir

Senior

Staff Writer

__^_-^-j^-Ih3re^as a girl

Staff Writer

coup.
. T, .
On the future of the Soviet Union,
In a recent interview with professor
Brcnnan is unsure. Yet, he is convinced
William Brcnnan, further insight was
that thecoup attempt will have a lasting
acquired about thedramatic events that
effect. The immediate effects have al
haveoccurrcdintheSovietUnion. The
ready taken place. For one, the coup
coup attempt has caused many tospec usaved Gorbachev from further disfa
late on its origin and the effect that it
vor. The biggest winner, though, was
will have on the future of the Soviet
Boris Yeltsin. Yeltsin's heroic stand
Union.
against the coup won him increased
Concerning thecoupitself, Brennan
popularity and trust form Soviet masses.
was not surprised. As with many other
Hisactions during thecoup will further
observers, Brcnnan anticipated an at
increase his influence on Soviet policy
tempt to overthrow Gorbachev.
and will grant him a major role in the
Brennan said that Gorbachev s
future of the Soviet Union.
unfulfilled promise of economic im
Most unpredictable is the effect the
provement had manySov iets concerned
coup will have on the seemingly inevi
about their welfare.
table break-up of the SovietUnion into
Although Gorbachev was not solely
a confederation of independent states.
responsible for the Soviet Union's
Although the coup sparked some re
trouble (he has inherited the inefficient
publics to claim independence, it
policies of past leaders), he became a
remains unclear whether the Soviet
scapegoat.
Union will split apart. To this, Brennan
This disenchantment with
states that "time will only tell."
Gorbachev,
uoruuLiitv, combined
wiuuinw with the per

her friends' warnings of a doll
minute rate and spent hours and h I
_phone with him. This beh^ '
on the

By Laurel Handly

the Soviet

19 languages
C ore the five mast common:
Union

,mey

dashing Englishman and fell head-

291 million
45 million
25 million
14 million
13 million

Russian
Ukranian
Romanian
Azerbaijani
Uzbek

ceased upon

Harlequin
ro
mances are made of,
right? Well, not
quite. It turned out
to be more the stuff
that sitcoms are
made of.
Things started

out wonderfullyThey

met

at

Disneyland (the
happiest place on
earth) and from the

ph0nebill. Herroommatehad

.

44

Staff Writer
Civil war,dissolution of superpow
ers, hunger, prosperity, growth,
decline... This is a fascinating time to
be alive- there is a lot going on in the
world.The Schoolof InternationalStud
ies (S.I.S.) focuses on the rest of the
world and what is happening there.
OASIS, the student government for
S.I.S., takes an active role in this pro
cess.
Julie Leonard is the speaker for
OASIS. The organization is an open
assembly that is organized like the

manifest the goals of Leonard and the

They spent a blissful week together

organization in general.
When asked about these goals,
Leonard promptly replied,"I want to
encourage involvement-1 want the stu
dents to become an active part of their
education." She also mentioned,"most
of all I want it to ba an enjoyable

exploring California and getting to
know each other. It was perfect until,
six days later, he left to go back to

experience for everyone.
If you want to participate in this
group, simply go to George Wilson
Hall (the International Studies build
ing) any Tuesday at 5:15 p.m.
According to Leonard, there is always
plenty of opportunity to get involved.

)

99

more could anyone ask for?
The functions that the organization
United Nations. There are seven trust
has planned for this year will have the
ees who have standard officers
two-fold purpose of creating fun and
responsibilities and each member of
helping students become aware of the
the School of International Studies has
rest of the world.
a vote.The actual meet
This will include
ings are open forums
"I want to encourage ^
ounn-annuai
the tfourth-annual
for discussion of ideas,
involvement -1 want the spring Internaactivities and the shar
students to become an
.t i o« «n a« 1i
ing of experiences. It is
Conference, a
basically the opportu
active part of their
Christmas party,
nity to get enthusiastic
education"
intramural sports,
students with common
trips
to
ethnic
restaurants,
trips to San
interests together. The
Francisco,
and
any
other
social
events
potential projects for this year reflect
that
the
students
want.
These
activities
that attitude.
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Let'ssee,it

Soundslike the stuff
Harlequin romances
are made of, right?
Well, not quite. It
turned out to be more
the stuff that sitcoms
are made of.

beginning there was
this
wonderful
chemistry between
them. They discov
ered that for two
people who had grown up in differen
countries,
they had an amazing
jnuiraiHiv;
- amount
in common.
He
was an artist- -she loved art; what
ncwac«»

Source: 1990 World Almanac

^^
splitting

Sounds likethestufl

OASIS offers student activities
By Leah Thayer

for a month.

...
in love.
over-heels
in
love.

Number of Speakers

Language

continued

wh0, during her spring break met ft

Europe.
When he left, the girl was miser
able. They wrotelong, intense letters to
each other planning when they could
afford to see each other again.
Then, something that was to change
the course of her finances forever occurred—he sent her his phone number.
She was so infatuated with the idea
that she could call him that she ignored

i,;
532-67 andyi

half

comes

half comes t[j
5348.72." jJ

parents ^
most unthriiied
They paid it
the warning^
if she ever even
thought aboul
making

another
phone call again
^ would sim!
Pb aPPly for a
new daughter.
Thus chastened.'
she wentbackm;

writing letters.
During
all of this, the- love
—
a
couple
a 6'««1
gi
wul"v had been hatching
—
e "
for the girl to
to go to England,
I
scheme
scheme for
7^
1 lie girl
gut had
Iiau begged,
uv55W, yiuaucu,and
pleaded, and
cajoled her parents into submission. I
Her parents then stumbled uponiM
idea that they all go to England.
The girl would see her loveandha
parents would see the English country,
side while keeping an eye on feii
daughter. It would seem a faircompromise.
But the course of true love (or am
^ ^ never does run smooth. Tuneini
love)
her best friend say,'
next weejc ^
"What do you mean your parent
^ g0jng ^ England instead of you!"

Free Video
and Superstar Shades!
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BIG DRILL CAR
•BATCH"

BIG DRILL CAR is a muscle machine zoomln' head-on Into a hairpin turn.
On their third release. BATCH, this So Cal quartet spinout hard hooks and
hone breakin' beats. BIG DRILL CAR slams, screeches and cianks on
every cylinder with a lean mix ot pop and mck that explodes on contact.
Frank Daly's voice snails atop the shattering ihythms pummeled out
by Boh Thomson (bass) and Danny Marcrolt (drums) while Maik
Arnold's guitaroverdrive heads for a land speed record. Produced by
Bill Stevenson and Stephen Egerton of ALL..
ALSO AVAILABLE: ALBUM/TAPElCO TYPE THING; SMALL BLOCK

When You Sign Up for Student Banking

SKIN YARD

'1000 SMILING KNUCKLES"

SKIN YARD gushes a nasty, volcanic lava that pumps your pole ot
muscle. On their new LP. 1000 SMILING KNUCKLES, shards ot
guitars thrust across a murderous bass and drum grind drenched in
blood, sweat and screams, pound alter pound. Ben's strapping throat
lurks and suddenly erupts on each ot these ten new psychopowered
SKIN YARD songs. 1000 SMILING KNUCKLES titillates the torso and
crunches the cranium with raw psychopower. Produced by Jack Endino.
ALSO AVAILABLE: FIST SIZED CHUNKS.
• ALSO AVAILABLE FROM CRUZ.
ALL: ALLROY SEZ ALLROYFORPREZ. ALLROY S REVENGE TRAILBLAZER ALLROY SAVES
CHEMICAL PEOPLE: so SEXISTI TEN FOLD HATE: THE RIGHT THING, ANGELS N OEVILS
TONY ALL: NEW GIRL OLD STORY

ENTIRE CRUZ CATALUG UN SALE NUW!

CASSETTE 7.99;
REG. 9.44

CD 11.99
REG.13.99

SALE ENDS OCTOBER 2 , 1 9 9 1

P.O. Box 7756, CRUZ.

Long Beach

Cfl

90807

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT • 365 DAYS A YEAR

mm
HP©

SALE ENDS
OCT. 1. 1991

Don't miss Bank of America's Student Banking
Double Feature. This electrifying duo is a
winning combination of financial convenience
and purchasing power, where BofA checking
accounts team up with BankAmericard® credit
cards to deliver the high-flying hit of the college
season.
Great Gifts and Cool
Convenience!

Enter to Win Raging
Prizes!

Smart students will be sure to enter the Student
Banking Double Feature Sweepstakes for a
Open a checking account and get a pair of
chance to win a trip for two to Orlando, Florida
Superstar Shades and two free video rentals from or a TV/VCR combination. No purchase
The Wherehouse. Apply for a BankAmericard®
necessary.
credit card and get 2 more free video rentals.
This offer is good only while supplies last and
Now playing. Stop by and ask for details at:
ends October 31,1991.
• 1661 Pacific Ave., Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 944-5129
In addition to these great gifts, college
• 503 W. Benjamin Holt Dr., Stockton, CA 95207
students get free "summer months" checking*
(209) 944-5272

STOCKTON

Bank of America

You get more from the leader.'

6623 PACIFIC AVENUE, LINCOLN VILLAGE

MUSIC VIDEOS * VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!

access to California's largest branch and fullservice ATM network, and a VERSATEIA card
that allows you to get cash at over 2,200
VERSATELLER® ATMs in California and the
western U.S.

*Offer applies lo monthly service charges. Charges for overdrafts and
other account related services still apply.

©1991 Bank of America NT&SA- Member FDIC
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,bert Yelas

The most reusable piece of plastic on campus

the lovc-struck
ching a grand
go to England,
id. pleaded, and
ito submission,

nblcd upon the
England,

her love and her
English countryn eye on their

The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you

nafaircompro-

rue love (or any
imooth. Tune in
best friend say,
an your parents
nstcad of you?"

have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And it's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct.

What's more, if you get your Calling Card now, you'll get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling? • Of course, when you use

i that plans
by faculty
lent/faculty
5'goal of 15
faculty ratio

your Calling

you'll always
Card be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. • And when you get your

„ J
o „ member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time
Card, you 11 become a inauuci

there's only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card in today's college environment. Indispensable
and money. • ho, as you sec, mc
;

Get an AT&T Calling Card today, call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 4811
effective 2/16/91. Oiler limited to on. $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per atudent. Offer valid throughJune 30,1992
'Good lor one hour ol direct-dialed, coast©1991 AT&T

and weekend calling,
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Static Attic sparks night life
style songs at the microphone and then
joined students on the dance floor. By
the time they arrived, though, many
students had already left.
Michelle Mosley, a senior, believes
the Static Attic is a great addition to
UOP's social life.
"Before, the only choices students
had to dance were fraternity parties or
driving to Sacramento or the City (San
Francisco) to dance. The Static Attic is
a perfect alternative, because it gives
all students the opportunity to get in
without needing an invitation or iden
tification."
The Static Attic will be open every
Friday night from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The
nightclub facility is open for bookings
for non-alcoholic parties.

students will take advantage of this

By Michelle Glau
Guest Waiter
The Associated Students of the
University of the Pacific (ASUOP)
kicked off the school year with the
grand opening of the campus' new
nightclub,The Static Attic. Friday, Sept.
6, the second floor of the McCaffrey
Center was packed with UOP students
for this event.
The promotion for opening night
was campus-wide, featuring the music
group Digital Underground. Johnny
Campbell, manager of the nightclub,
viewed the night as a success.
"The Static Attic is a new innova
tive service of ASUOP that hopefully

year."
As with all ASUOP services, the
Static Attic is student-run. The Road
side Pub is working in conjunction
with the Static Attic. Bartenders will
serve non-alcoholic mixed drinks.
Approximately 500 attended the
grand opening. The line of students
waiting to get in extended past the art
gallery.
The dance floor was packed for
over two hours while the DJ played
house music to keep with the Digital
Underground theme. A mixture of stu
dents, special effects, smoke and
lighting added extra energy to the club.
Digital Underground arrived at
about 11:00 p.m. They did a few free
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1 ^Sandsoro,
September 27 -It's the last day tocatchtheC.O.PArtFaculty Exhibition goingon now at theRichard H.Reynolds
Gallery located in the Art Center. This gallery is open Monday through Friday 8 a.m.- 5 p.m., and Sunday 2-5 p.m.
Also, the UOP gallery (located on the second floor of the McCaffrey Center) concludes its showing of large-scale
mixed media paintings by San Francisco artist Patricia Pinter. Gallery hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.- 8
p.m., and weekends 3-9 p.m.
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A special showing of Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane" is presented at 2 p.m. in the

McCaffrey Center Theatre.

Numbei

Many videos are now available to UOP students.

October 1-2 "An Angel at My Table," the winner of over 20 international awards and prizes, shows at 7:30 p.m.
at the McCaffrey Center Theatre.

Cardiff Reefers rock with reggae
by Allison Wagda
Staff Writer

After years of relative obscurity,
reggae music seems to be making a
comeback after hitting its peak in the
early '70s. By the look of the crowd
that packed Stockton Rocks the night
of Thursday, Sept. 5, bands like the
Cardiff Reefers seem to be attracting a
whole new generation of rock and
reggae music lovers.
This particular band plays a sound
that is best described by lead singer
Peter Todd. "It's mostly what I call a
reggae fusion, having a basis in reggae
but including elements of all different
types of music, including rock, jazz
and even country."
The band played mostly new mate
rial it hopes to begin recording soon.
Although the crowd was not familiar
with much of the new music, it did not
stop a steady flow of dancers from
taking the floor.

lead vocalist Peter Todd, is that, "Fes
tivals have a lot more passion. They
aren't closed in and people aren't just
sitting around drinking."
That night here in Stockton the
group members didn't look bothered
by the closed-in area.
The band was very expressive with
its music and was not only entertaining
to listen and dance to, but to watch as
well.
Cardiff Reefers musical talent
should not be underscored. At some
concerts, a band can be disappointing
because it doesn' t sound asgood liveas
it does on tape. This group is an excep
tion.
The album is great, but after seeing

them live, one truly understands the
extent and diversity of each of their
talents. Chris Ballard plays the key
boards; Matt Hale is on lead guitar and
vocals; Robert Melendez plays bass
and sings lead vocals; Gary Otake plays
the trumpet; Andrew Rosales is on the
drums and vocals, and Peter Todd is
lead vocalist and rhythm guitar.
In the future, the band hopes to earn
enough money to produce a new al
bum, and at some point be signed by a
record label. This is an entirely reason
able goal, considering how entertaining
the group is.
The energy of Cardiff Reefers
makes it not only a band well worth
seeing, but one to watch for.

lQuiin RmswiwiQ

Campus video rental provides
convenient entertainment Lceec)
By Kevin Kelly
Guest Writer
Why drive all the way to Block
buster Video to rent a movie when you
can rent one here on campus k the
McCaffrey Center lounge?
i''
Jim Paull, the director of the
McCaffrey Center and of Student Af
fairs, conducted a survey last year and
discovered that the majority of stu
dents are bringing VCRs with them to
school.
"Forevery half-dozen students there
is a VCR out there," says Paull.
In response,Paull reached an agree
ment with a local videowholesaler, and
now the McCaffrey lounge has more
than 250 videos available to both stu

dents and staff.
The procedure to rent one of these
videos is painless.All you have to do is
find the video of your choice and take
it up to the information counter. You
then will be asked to fill out a short
form and pay $2.25 plus tax. You then
have until 6 p. m. the next day to return
the video.
"It's a great idea. You don't have to
drive off-campus anymore," says Craig
Mapes, a UOP student.
So far, video rentals have been slow.
"We are looking at this as an experi
ment," say s Paull. In this type of setting
you can be entrepreneurial without
being entrepreneurial. There isn't a
whole lot riding on this."
One area that may present a prob

lem is the factthat the McCafifireylounge
video rental will be unable to get new (ynrKlYip
releases immediately.
I C3I II I 1^
Because the tapes are consigned
through a video wholesaler, they will

not have access to the new videosuntil stefanie Seifer
four to six weeks after their release, staff Writer
In the meantime, however, they do I
have a fairly large and exciting selecjjon
This year Pacific welc
Since their opening at thebeginning ^ ^ transfer stuc'cn
of the semester "The Jeff," starring ""mber than incoming
Steve Martin has been the number one
seller.
Other selections available to stu-dents and staff are movies such as,
"Predator," "Total Recall," "My
Woman," and "Robo Cop."

College Expenses
Throwing You
Off Balance?

However, the most intensity oc
curred when the group played some
favorites from its first album, titled
Alternate Roots. Among these songs
were "Emotional Deja Vu,"and "Unity
Rockin."

» said Howar.

houses, the molhc

September 27 UOP Conservatory of Music presents a cello and ensemble concert as part of this year's Resident
Artists Series. Featured are cellist Ira Lehn and pianist Joan Coulter. The concert begins at 8 p.m. in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
September 26-29
The McCaffrey Center Theatre features "City Slickers,"a comedy starring Billy Crystal, at 8 p.m., with a Sunday
matinee showing at 4 p.m.
September 28-29
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Most of the audience was UOP
students, and from the look of the turn
out, the Reefers seem to have found a
large following on campus.
This is not surprising considering
that they have played on campus on
numerous occasions, including Omega
Phi Alpha's men's pre-rush party last
year and the UPBEAT sponsored
"Reggaefest" last semester.
Cardiff Reefers first started out as
UCSD students. This is where they all
met and would jam together once in a
while.
Three of the group's six members
were music majors, and four of them
lived in the same dorm their freshman
year.
Eventually, they started playing
clubs and festivals, the most recent
festival being theenormously success
ful Gathering Of theVibes outside Santa
Rosa.
They hope to play more of these in
the future, possibly including Reggae
on the River next year.
The reason for this, according to
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The album featuring Sister Blue and Sugar Ain't So Sweet
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Give yourself some credit with a Student Loan from

FetsT

Marine Midland Bank's
Educational Funding Services, Inc.
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ftieta welcomes new house mother

By Leigh Rubin

Caramucci

n
Writ"
rhis semesterthe women of Kappa
, Theta welcome a new house
f&'hryn Howard, into their
>
a fon.icr teacher and expeW& house mothei
- Greek
- •
in the

ibert Yelas

^ toward has taken on the du

§1

^'S ofTheta
as a full-time job.
ties o1"
Howard's duties include supervis
ee kitchen, preparing menus, orlg vendors and hashers and set,ood example for the women of
'1Alpha Theta. "The first six
KSsof

school are the hardest," said
I "it takes this amount of time
ranized and to get down to the

^ics of the house."
Howard will not have any prob
lems getting organized, considering
15 years experience dealing
s|ie
with fraternities and sororities. From
Butler University to the University of
b>eW Mexico, Howard has seen many

interiors of Greek houses. "I love the [

furnishings of Theta. It's very clean
and classy," said Howard. "In some

1

houses, the mother has to pro
vide her own furniture. I do not like
that policy because I travel light." ,
"Hike beingaround youngpeople,"
saidHoward. "They keep me young,
and I learn something new from them

Greek

New Kappa Alpha Theta House Mother Kathryn Howard
'Mrs. Howard has a positive atti
tude, and she's very outgoing," said
Kappa Alpha Theta senior, Dawn
Jorgenson. "She's running our house
smoothly and doing a great job."
'Mom Howard
is very open and
—j

everyday."

des

Caffrey lounge
iblc to get new

are consigned
saler, they will
videos until
their release,
iwevcr, they do
exciting selec-

U the beginning
Jerk," starring
Jic number one

mailable to stuovies such as,
Bcall," "Pretty

:oP."

laid back," said Kappa Alpha Theta
senior, Lorie Sanchez. "She under
stands our needs, especially with food.
She watches out for our fat content in
the foods we eat."
Howard oaiu,
said, "The
iiuYvoiu
i uv girls
guio of
vi Kappa
i\ujppu

Alpha Theta arc very helpful and sup
portive. I am very proud of them, and
I want them to be the best house on
campus."

The Pacifican Wants You!

Musicians prep for season

Number
of transfers
exceed
freshmen

and singing in Latin. But, I'm hoping
Kate Sefton
that we'll get it together soon."
Staff Writer
For all the sections (soprano, alto,
tenor, bass), this piece is quite chal
lenging with a variety in voice range.
Over 100 University of the Pacific
Both theUniversity Chorus and Oriana
students are participating in choir this
Choir will be performing on Friday,
semester. Not only are these students
Dec. 13 at 8 p.m.
from the Conservatory, but there are
The Oriana Choir is an all women
students from other schools as well.
group
of about 22. They are currently
There are three chorus groups on cam
working
on a number of twentieth
pus: University Chorus, OrianaChoir,
century pieces,somein Hungarian and
and Pacific Singers. Each group is
some in English.
currently preparingexceptional pieces
"We will be presenting music with
for their December concerts.
Stefanie Seifer
both Hungarian and Russian folk in
The University Chorus, the largest
I Staff Writer
fluence, plus a touch of contempo
group of approximately 55 men and
rary," says Waschmuth with enthusi
women, are working on a piece by
asm. One of thepieces will be accom
This year Pacific welcomed more
Carl Orff called "Carmina Burana."
panied by guitar and harp.
than 500 transfer students, a higher
The chorus instructor, Karen
The Pacific Singers will be per
number than incoming freshmen.
Waschmuth, says, "It's a very rhyth
forming on Saturday, Dec. 7 at 8 p.m.
Why did these students transfer to
mic, dynamic , andexciting piece with
The groupof 24 men and women will
UOP?
a twentieth century setting of a thir
sing pieces written in French, Ger
"1 chose this university basically
teenth century text about love and
man, and Italian.
because it is closer to home and has
drinking songs." Written and sung in
The first is a dramatic monologue
the diversity of classes that I want to
Latin, this piece is arranged for two
going
back to Greek mythology and
choose from," said one student from
pianos and five percussions.
performed
a cappela. This early sev
the Bay Area.
Anna Reis, an alto in the choir
enteenth
century
Italian piece is
Jennifer Hynek from Duxbery,
-ays, "It's hard adjusting to reading
Mass., said she transferred to UOP
"because itwas an eastern-style school
without all the snow."
Besides the California weatherand
•he diversity of classes, the majority
of the students who transfer here said
the individual attention, the friendli
ness and camaraderie of the students
was a deciding factor.
"1 had no problem finding my
classes," said Stephanie Boa from
Modesto. With the first week of classes
underway, many students like
Stephanie didn't find a problem ad
justing to campus life and felt satis
fied with the outcomes of their trans
fer.
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Now hiring for paid positions:
News Editor
Bookkeeper/Secretary
Advertising Representatives
Proofreaders
Graphic Artists

J)

Monteverdi's "Lamento d'Arianna.'
Next is a twentieth century piece
by the French composerGeorges Auric
called "Cinq Chansons." This has a
light-hearted theme with settings of
fifteenth century poets.
From now until their performances
in December, these groups will be
doing some intense rehearsing. The
semester prom ises to be very success
ful with all of the hard work and
dedication that these students are de
voting to their love of music
These groups are still holding au
ditions for singers. Contact Karen
Wachsmuth at 946-2460 for more in
formation.

<r;

•

For information, call
946-2155
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ON SALE NOW
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LET THE ARMY RESERVE || |
PAY YOUR STUDENT LOAN.11

Pacifican
The 1991-92editorialboard of The
acifican, the University of the
nnific's campus newspaper, is in full
Sw'ng to begin a new year of publica
tion.
deduction started on the newspaPtt two weeks later than in past years
to a lack of editors. The editor in
c 'ef hired at the end of the 1990-91
ynnr did not return to the university in
e fall and had not hired editors for
eboard.
ft s been arough start," said David
^st. acting editor in chief. "There
^ a lot of things we're still working
°ut from a business perspective, and
JJst.of the editors are new and need
ting." Hurst said things will go
toother assoon as thenew staff gets
c°mfortable withdeadlines and worklnS with staff writers.
The Pacifican is published weekly
n Thursdays and has a circulation of
°Vs*4,000.

11.99 CD 7.99 CASS

9.99 CD 3.99 CASS

HEREi
COMES

CHARLEY _
MUSSELWHiTES
V
SOUTH
SIDE
BAND

staff hired

9.99 CD 3.99 CASS
A nearby Army Reserve unit needs bright
people to train in certain specialized skills.
In return, we're willing to help pay off a
quitted student loan - up to $20,000. You
could also qualify for another $18,000 for
college expenses —all for part-time service,
usually one weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training.

PURCHASE ANY 2 VANGUARD
BLUES TITLES AND RECEIVE
A FREE BLUES CD SAMPLER
(While Supplies Last)

11.99 CD 7.99 CASS

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT • 365 DAYS A YEAR

Think about it. Then think
about us. Then call.

BEAU YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE
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Lee replaces Leland as A.D.

The Pacifican, September 2;

Hawaii hands New fitness center
football 4th loss to open in Spring
Mike Sklut
Sports Editor
For the second time in Head Coach
Walt Harris' three years at UOP, the
Tigers are off to an 0-4 start, the latest
defeat coming at the hands of Hawaii,
30-21, last Saturday night in Honolulu.
It was another frustrating secondhalf for the Tigers as they were
out-scored 16-0 in the final 231/2 min
utes. With the exception of the 86-24
blowout at Cal, the Tigers have been
within a touchdown during the fourth
quarter of every game. This time it was
the offense that faltered not the de

Bob Lee takes over the important role of Pacific's new Athletic
Director. The position was vacated last spring by Dr. Ted Leland,
who moved to Stanford.

Mike Martinez
Staff Writer
On July 1,1991, University of the
Pacific Athletic Director Ted Leland
left hisposition to accept the same one
atStanford University,fulfilling alifelongdream. On August 27, Bob Lee,
a former professional quarterback who
played at UOP in 1966and 1967, was
announced the new athletic director
(A.D.) by President Bill Atchley.
"The university searched nation
wide to find the best possible candi
dates for athletic director," says
Atchley. "After interviewing numer
ous candidates and giving this deci
sion much thought, it became clear to
me that Bob Lee is exactly what UOP
needs to maintain the proper balance
between academics and athletics."
Lee will be the A.D at Pacific but
he willalso be the play-by-play broad
caster for the Tiger football team. He
will be the only athletic director in the
nation that also does play-by-play for
the football team.

AtSouthem MethodistUniversity,
former Green Bay Packer and NFL
coach Forrest Gregg pulls down
double duty as A.D. and color for the
Mustangs radio. That's as close as it
gets. Lee prefers to be doing play-by
play as opposed to color. "I don't
want to be put in the position to criti
cize a player (be it Pacific's or an
opponents)," says Lee.
Lee is a former NFL quarterback
as wellas a graduate from Pacific. He
earned his bachelor's degree in 1968
and his master's in 1972 while play
ing for the Minnesota Vikings. Lee
quarterbacked the Tigers in 1966 and
1967, leading the Tigers in scoring,
passing and total offense both sea
sons.
Lee's 14-year professional career
came to a close before the start of the
1981 season. A severe case of
tendonitis in his rightelbow ended his
career after playing for the Vikings,
Atlanta Falcons, and the Los Angeles
Rams. Lee was self-employed in real
estate sales before returning to his
alma mater.

fense.
The defense, which had been giv
ing up a whopping 597 yards per game
and an average score of 61, limited the
Rainbows to 387 total yards. It was the
fewest yard total given up by a UOP
team sincelast Oct. 27, when theTigers
held the same Rainbows to 290 total
yards. The Tiger defense was led by
Troy Reeves and Grant Carter, both
with nine tackles.
"This was the best our defense has
played this season," senior free safely
Troy Reeves said. "We should haveput
them away early. We had a lot of
opportunities, but we couldn't get it
going in the second half."
The offense was once again led by
the running of Ryan Benjamin. Ben
jamin had his weekly 100-yard rushing
game, gaining 134 yards on 29 at

Mike Sklut
Sports Editor
The UOP water polo team, ranked
ninth in the West Region, opened the
season with a 17-5 thrashing of UC
Davis at Chris Kjeldsen Pool on Sept.
14. Tiger Head Coach John Tanner,
also an assistant coach for the U.S.
National team, watched hisTigersjump
out to a 5-2 lead after the first period
and never look back.
Ail-American junior Todd Hosner,
led all scorers with five goals, two in
each the first two periods. Classmate
Todd Hinders, and senior Eric Sharar,
each added three goals of their own. In
the goal, junior Tom Chell, had eight
saves while allowing five goals.
UOP is in action today, as they host

Staff Writer
The Tiger volleyball team added
Utah State to its list of victims last
week as they defeated the Aggies in
three games for the second time in one
week. The Tigers hosted Utah State
Tuesday and Saturday in their first
two Big West conference matches of
the season. After Saturday night's
game, theTigers' record was7-0 over
all and 2-0 in conference, and they
were ranked third in the nation by
Volleyball Monthly.
Also highly-ranked were Big West
teams, Hawaii (#2),Long Beach State
(#6), and UC Santa Barbara (#13).
Other future Tiger opponents ranked

in the Top 20 include Stanford (#1),
Nebraska (#7), Texas (#8), and USC
(#11).

The Tigers looked strong in the
second match against Utah State. The
three-game win has become charac
teristic of Pacific volleyball this sea
son. The only team that has won a
game from the Tigers this season is
Kentucky, who won the second game
of that match, 16-14. The average
maigin of victory has been almost 7.5
points per game.
The trend continued Saturday night
whenPacificputaway Utah State, 151,15-8, and 15-11. Both offense and
defense were good, with individual
leaders
including
Melanie
Beckenhauer-Heller with 16 assists,
Sharon Kasser with two solo blocks

Growing up a sports fan, I have read Tigers expect to win a game when the
a lot of sports pages and magazines in defense is giving up roughly six touchmy life. As much as statistics • and downs a game? I think Coach Harris
standings make for a good sports sec- gotsocaughtupintheAirPacifichype,
tion, I feel the most thought-provoking he forgot about the defense. I always
articles are the editorial columns. That thought that defense won football
is why now that I
have a chance to
print my opin
ions as sports
editor, I will.
by Mike Sklut
Here it is.
PACIFIC
FOOTBALL: After four very frustrat games. Speaking of Air Pacific, I have
ing games, I'm happy to see a week off. three things to say. First, great cam
I don't think the players and the fans paign, but it looks like it should have
could handle another week of humilia been called Ground Pacific due to the
tion and disappointment. The loss incredible rushing of Ryan Benjamin.
against Cal is understandable, but los Second, Coach Harris, please don't
ing
start
w to Sac. St. and ogiving up
— an NCAA
D
e a quarterback
i
w controversy
e
ebetween
n
single game rushing record to a secondsuing freshman tailback from San Diego
St. is down right pathetic. How do the

Kopp and Henigan. You built the hype
around Kopp, stay with him. He is the
best quarterback at UOP now and

and Katy Eldridge with nine kills.
Freshman Charlotte Johansson had
three blocking assists and four kills
while Sophomore Lisa Barbieri had
three blocking assists and two kills.
Vikki Simonis had six kills and Nadia
Kadochnikova had a perfect five kills
in five attempts with no errors. Fresh
man Lisa Johns played long enough to
rack up an impressive 12 assists.
Overall, the Tigers are looking very
good, a trend which will hopefully
continue over the next several weeks.
This Friday night the Tigers host
San Jose State, followed by New
MexicoStateon Saturday night. Both
games are Big West conference games
and will be played at 7:30 pm in the
Spanos Center.

1/1

Henigan.
Henigan was 5-for-9 for 86 yards
and a 39-yard TD pass to Daryl Hobbs
to put UOP up 21-14 in the third quar
ter, but could generate no offense after

c
'(6

G)

that.
Kopp eventually returned with 31/
2 minutes left, but could not lead a lastminute comeback. Although pulled
from game,Kopp is expected to start in
the next game.
UOP played without the nation's
second-leadingreceiver,AaronTurncr,
who did not travel to Hawaii. Turner,
averaging nine catches and 142.7 re
ceiving yards per game, was suspended
for an indefinite period of time by Head
Coach Walt Harris.
The Tigers have this Saturday off
before returning to Amos Alonzo Stagg
Stadium Oct. 5 againstBig West oppo
nent Fullerton State.

UC-Santa Barbara at Kjeldsen pool at
3:00.

Pacifican
Sports writers

needed
Call 946-2155
WL

Anyone
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per game.
UOP led the game 14-0 after
Benjamin's two first quarter one-yard
touchdown runs only to have Hawaii
tie the game at 14 with :27 seconds left
in the half. Quarterback Troy Kopp
was ll-of-20 with 133 yards and no
interceptions at the half, only to be
pulled outof thegame for backup Dave

Waterpolo wins opener

Volley ball 7-0 after trouncing Utah State
Peter Croke

tempts and two touchdowns.
Benjamin's four game total is an out
standing 625 yards, which already is
the second highest totaj in ^vey^ for
a UOP player. Benjamin also is filth in
the nation with a 156.2-yard average
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The 7,000 sq. feet Ted E. Baun Fitness Center will accommodai,
students and staff in Spring 1992
letes.

Lee Ghio
Staff Writer
Soon to bea thing of the past, UOP's
cramped and inadequate 2400 square
foot weight room, will be replaced by
the new 7000 square foot Ted E. Baun
fitness center. By the beginning of the
1992 Spring semester, the fitness cen
ter will be fully operational.
Complete with a free weight area, a
spacious machine workout area, and
two racquet ball courts, the center will
contain more than three times the equip
ment than is currently accessible here
on campus.
There will be approximately twelve
hours for staff and students each day
for the machine weigh ts and theracquet
ball courts. The free weights will be
limited at certain times to varsity ath

<
-o

The center is unique hereatUOf j
that it has been completely paijj
prior to the onset of its construction
should, therefore, meet noobstacles
far as its projected completion date
Another positive note comes fc
the sources of the funding. Ninety-!
percent of the donators are ex-footk
players and graduates of U.O.P. 1
largest donor was the fitness cents
namesake, Ted E. Baun.
"The quality of the center shoul
put it in the top three of its kinds
California." Coach John McBti;
(Head of the current weight/ fitne
program at UOP) said. " It wills
hance ouweeruiting power immenstl;
in all sports. It will afflfimprovei
quality of campus life for those wk
choose to use it." he added.
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THELMA & LOUISE ARE BACK!
Now's your chance
to take
Get-A-Llie 101

maybe in school history. Don't mess
with his head. Third, Air Pacific would
be nothing without thereceivers. Aaron
Turner, Daryl Hobbs and Jason
Edwards are the other 75% of Air Pa
cific. Those 10-yard out patterns don't

It*

go 80 yards with
out some skill after
the catch. As harsh
as these words may
be, I'm not giving
up hope, and I hope
the students don't
either. The rest of the schedule is in our
favor. Hopefully the Tigers can turn
this thing around.
UOP VOLLEYBALL: What can I
say that has not been already said7
They are the most successful team here
Right now they are ranked third in the
nauon and by end of the season, don't
be surprised if they reach number one
All l ean say
is if yuu
yOU have
' for now «u
nave not
not

watched them play,g0 check them out.
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$1'000

The Pacifican
needs
*Photographers
^Distribution Manager

Clubs, Anyone
•stment.
18-6817_

se

Ship Jobs

^Writers for all oaaes

. Women Summer/

MUND PHOTOGRAPHERS,
PQ RECREATION PERSONNEL
M o/us FREE travel Caribbean.
•Jamas South Pacific, Mexico
isiOWt Call refundable

>bert Yelas

Apply immediately:
The Pacifican
3rd Floor Hand Hall
(209) 946-2155

136-7000, Ext._21_0c_

JH ? YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
i IB
—" Loan Repayment
iS fjfl|p
program, you could get
out L°m under with a
Wk
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
^gTTg
your indebtedness by one
third
ever amount is greater.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Aimy. Ask your Army Recruiter.

Computer Help Wanted
Student Technical Support Specialist
CUM

What Is It

Qualifications

Salary
Hours:

The Office of Information Technology is
looking for students interested in a part
time job working on campus supporting
Academic and Administrative computer
users.
Good communication and people skills
are a must! We prefer experience in
two or three of the following areas:
WordPerfect, MS Word, Lotus 1-2-3,
VAX, IBM PS/2's and Mac's.
$5.85 per hour
Up to 20 hours per week.
Contact: Kim Stone x2251
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Yes, we sell CHEAP
But GOOD Computers
MACINTOSH EDUCATIONAL S°F™R|

MACINTOSH "Back-to-School" BUNDLES

r „(„,pr8'
Mal1detail

UOP
Retail

Faculty/Student
Price w/ Discount

$795.00

$185.00

$157.25

$495.00

$125.00

$106.25

$600.00

$139.00

$118.15

$199.00

$93.00

$79.05

$299.00

$97.00^

$82.45

$495.00

$243.00

$206.55

Product Description

ofs„

Product Description
$2098.00

• Macintosh Classic with StyleWrlter Printer
2 mb RAM and 40 mb Hard Drive; includes
Keyboard. Ink Cartridge and Accessory Kit
SKU 146048 (B0080LL/A)

$1639.00

$1393.15

• PageMaker 4.01

(26908)

SKU 147796
33.92%

$1848.75

• Macintosh Classic with Personal LaserWriter LS
2 mb RAM and 40 mb Hard Drive: Includes
Keyboard. Toner Cartridge and Accessory Kit
SKU 146021 (B0081LL/A)

• Persuasion 2.0
• FreeHand 3.0

(26925)

SKU 148733

47.84%

$1615.85

- Macintosh LC* with StyleWrlter Printer
2 mb RAM. 40 mb Hard Drive and VRAM"
includes Ink Cartridge and Accessory Kit
16MHz 68020 processor
SKU 146056 (B0587LL/A)

• SuperPalnt 2.0

(26920)

SKU 99023

• SuperCard 1.5

(26921)

SKU 147834

45.45%

$2071.45

• Macintosh LC- with Personal LaserWriter LS
2 mb RAM. 40 mb Hard Drive and VRAM"
includes Toner Cartridge and Accessary Kit
16MHz 68020 processor
SKU 146064 (B0588LL/A)

• Super 3D 2.0

(26940)

SKU147842

• Macintosh LC* with Personal LaserWriter LS
4 mb RAM. 80 mb Hard Drive and VRAM"
Includes Toner Cartridge and Accessory Kit
16MHz 68020 processor
SKU 146072 (B0085LL/A)

$4298.00

• Macintosh lis!* with Personal LaserWriter LS
3 mb RAM and 40 mb Hard Drive:
Includes Toner Cartridge and Accessory Kit
20MHz 68030 processor
SKU 146498 (B0086LL/A)

$5068.00

Macintosh IIsl* with Personal LaserWriter NT
3 mb RAM and 40 mb Hard Drive:
includes Toner Cartridge and Accessory Kit
20MHz 68030 processor
SKU 146501 IB0087LL/A)

$6368.00

Macintosh IIsl* and Personal LaserWriter LS
5 mb RAM and 80 mb Hard Drive;
includes Toner Cartridge and Accessory Kit
20MHz 68030 processor
SKU 146528 (B0088LL/A)

$5868.00

• Macintosh IIsl* and Personal LaserWriter NT
5 mb RAM and 80 mb Hard Drive:
Includes Toner Cartridge and Accessory Kit
20MHz 68030 processor
SKU 146080 (B0089LL/A)
• Does not include Keyboard or Monitor
" VRAM requires additional $25.00
installation fee

$7168.00

43.95%

$2408.90

$2632.45

• MacWrite II
SKU 3670

'

,, .
/ '

.00

. '. • •:/' ;

45.72%

$3456.10

::l'

$4418.00

Oupley ___
Additional

Pieioeded Software
Other

Order # 'SKU
Price: Retail
Discounted

47.61%

Order #/SKU
Price: Retail

Discounted

$126.00

$107.10

64.18%

$249.00

$93.00

$79.05

68.25%

,.

$164.90

58.67%

$43.35

65.32% nity won the 1990-91

$84.15

57.71% nizedby the fraternity as i

•

Phi Delta Theta Internal

Trophy this past August,
>

(83200U)
H8HRM .
•

• Word 4.0
SKU 6238

(034-396V400)

• Excel 3.0
SKU 137561

(065-396V300)

• Works 2.0
SKU 3697

(070-396V200)

•

'

1

>v4V''

<

:

;

$395.00

$116.00

$98.60

$495.00

$163.00

$138.55

$295.00

$111.00'

$94.35

< and Canada.

IBM IVrsonal SvsU-iu Selected Academic Solution*

IBM EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

PS'f*
2011-T35
: 5ME<

M r_so~ Window i ' 30 Microsoft Entetainment Pack for Winoows if yc tooibCjc-*'" trj'Wirn* vers-or

PS/2'
55 SX (TBI)

PS/2
57 SX (3T1)
4 Mb _ _
20 MHZ~ 1
2 88MB J ~
80MB_
8515 Coio'

16 MK
f 44 Mr.
80MB
to'5 Coo*

1 44MB
30Mfa
VGA Mono
PRODIGY* ant)"?
_ n os h»v seryic€
"2400 001
internal modern

PS-'2 Laptop
8543-3T1
2 MB "
20 MHz _
144 MLGOME _

PS 2
70 (T81J
4Mb
" oUmh.^ __
• 44MB
/&0MB""" J

" LCD "

fao

_?49®20' 146476

$1374 00
$1167.90

$"3187 00
$2708.95

_2499063 149694

PS/1
2011-U35
2 5MB

pS'2

PS 2
30 (U42)
2MB
10MHz

50Z|031R
_#/Mfc3
i
10MHz n ""

_1 44MB

1 44MB

30MB""""

30Mf(J

45MB
8513 Color

VGA Color

PRODIGY anc 3
mos tree service
2400 DOS
~o~
internal modem
2499977/146714

-co—

PS/2
55 SX(U41)
4ME"
|
16MHz
1 44MB
40MB
e513 Coio-

2499216/1467^
$2124 00
$1805.40

$1562 00
$1327.70

PS/2
55SX_(W81j
•••"
_4MB
16MHz
1 44MB
__80ME
8515 Color
Microsotl
Excel 3 0"

249921&/14673Q

24992? 1/14674Q

$2499 00
$2124.15

$3249.00
$2761.65

$795.00

UOP
Retail

Rowing
to stay

BY ROBERT YELA

Faculty/Student
* Senior Staff Writer
Price w/ Discount Of Sir- L___

$185.00

$157.25

80 22* is currently s

$157.25

80.2S gainst PAC

• j

» PageMaker 4.0 PC 5.25"

$795.00

SKU 130486

24&9230M46692
$4149 00
$3526.65

$4124 00"
$3505.40

Manufacturers'
Retail

Product Description

• PageMaker 4.0 PC 3.5"
SKU 130478 (26915)

CoiO'

L40 carrying case

Z49W7&/14666*

ter in the nation.
TheUOP chapter com
other chapters across th
were comparable in siz
75.03%
similar campuses and hai
Greekcommunities. The;
72.01% annually to the chapter I
scholastics, chapter n
68.01* alumni programming an
volvement. There are IT
Phi DeltaTheta across the

Fall 1991

$185.00

$524900
$4461.65

Persuasion PC 3.5"
SKU 139157

PS/2
57SX(3WI)
-- -4MB
20 MHz
2 88ME
80MB
8515 Co'oMicroso*:
Excel 3.0"

$495.00

$122.00

$103.70

$495.00

$122.00

$103.70

'• ?495.Q0

$115.00

$97.75

(26936)

• Persuasion PC 5.25"
SKU 139165

(26937)

Even thoi
Washington,

24&923S'l4670f

i tnouo. an IBM Mouse arc are pretoac.ee v. in DOS 5 0 Microsoft Wmdows 3 0. M.crosoft Woro to- Windows'—. Microsoft Entena.nmenl Pack lor
.: . ..... Beftvence SoftwareGramrwv \ nDC McroAppsr Formula Editor andToolboOK (runtime version!

Memory
Processor Speed
One XS* tftafcsne drve
Fued Disk Drive
Display
Additional
Preloaded Software
Other

58.25%

University of the Pacific Computer Store
All prices are subject to change without notice

IBM Academic Solutions
IBM
Model

.....

University of the Pacific Computer Store
All prices are subject to change without notice

' ano are preicauec ww

Fiaed Disk Drive

.

. . .x. . .

.

Microsoft

$3755.30

$164.90

•

:

(

SKU 140112

50.04%

41.53%

(84513U)

• MacPaint 2.0
SKU 604 1

$2931.65

72,42%

$299.00
\ % ' • <. iy-wi

U #6. A

$3449.00

80.28%

• : <

• MacDraw II
SKU 3859

IBM DOS/Microsoft Windows Academic Solutions > i

Memory
Processor Speed
One 3 5" dMfce<te drwe

s

r

80.31%

,

$194.00

$395.00

• ' •' •

•• \ .

48.05%

Fall 1991

IBM
Model

§||igp
•V, S

(26945)

SKU 147869

$3097.00

-

• Digital Darkroom 2.0
SKU 147850 (26952)
• Personal Press 1.0

78-58|,

' V ••

(26930)

SKU 6009

8°-25y

club recruits
coaches.

PS 2
70(W61I
1

4MB

25 MHz
_1_44ME

• Borland C++

BOMB

8515 Colo'
Microsof;
Excel 3 0**

_ 2499964/146757

$4187.00
$3558.95

2499237/146765

SKU 132675'

• Turbo C++ 3.5"

' "J

SKU 70351

W95*s

(14FG-CPP11 1\vmmssmt'
l)

• Turbo C++ 5.25"

$6874.00
$5842.90

IBM Advanced Academic Solutions

i Vv

(14
FG, -+ P15 - 2i0)
>

SKU 70378

Ai

(14FG-CPP10-1)

• Turbo Pascal 6.0 3.5"
SKU 95044

::

$99 95

$149.95

' U1FG-PAS11-6)

' ;; $58.00

;

$49.30

S5;8;sx

•^,<v».w>..x4vuS'•••b:v«4A':

:"v

-

nsi:w
••.Axx-xxXx

$58.00

$49.30

' $49.30 '

• Turbo Pascal 8.0 5.25"
IBM
Model

PS/2
SS SX (081)

Memory

_

Processor Speed
One 15" dtskeor drtv
Fixed Ditk Drtve
Display
_
Additional
Hardware
Additional
Preloaded Software

Order § I SKU
Price: Retail
Discounted

4MB'
16MHz
i 44MB
80MB
8515 Coio'

PS/2
70(161)

PS/2
_57 SX (049)

4MB"""

6MB

20 MHz

20 MHz
2 88MB
160M5

1 44 ME

160M.e
6515 Color

6 MB
20 MHz
1 44MB

160MB
8515 Coio8515 CooCD-ROM. SCSI Drive with Kit M-Moiion
Vioeo Adapter Audio Capture/Piayoack
Aoapte- M-Control Program

ZSoM SoftType****
TodBoo.
MuDimediaeoabimg software

ZSot: SoMType***
ToolBook
Multimedia-

2499266146773

2499267/14676-

$3999 00
$3399.15

2499217/146603

$5124 00
$4355.40

S8249.00
$7011.65

enaoimg

PS/2
80(161)

ZSof; SoilType ** *. Caere' Typist"
ToolBook. Multimedia-enaOi-nc software'

soUware-1

Printer

2499266'14661

$9499.00
$8074.15

Academic Presentation System
PS/2
55 SX (081)
4MB '
16MHz
1 44MB
80MB
£515 Colo-

Order # / SKU

2468613/146864

Price: Retail
Discounted

$887 00
$753.95

$149.95

C1FG ?AS:o ,r.

$58.00

$49.30

$249.95

$69.00

$58.65

$149.95

$81.00

$68.85

$58.00

$49.30

$58.00

$49.30

$81.00

$68.85

$81.00

$68.85

$58.00

$49.30

$46.00

$39.10

,

SKU 136921
'

TUrb°SKH

(128050)

.S/S8

+ Tools 2"0

KU 81116

(15FGASD11-20)

Paradox 3.5 Academic 3 5"
Hollywood "*
PodiUT "
T oo1Book
j.-jnitme versior.

SKU 81108
'

__24992S&'146836

Trus syster complete with cables, includes M^u-lMC Mini
CM-32L Sounc Mooute anc BattarP" Software tailT

^SKU

(23ACPSX11-35,

•f,nCadem'C

^KU 150401

$795.00

5-25"

$795.00

(23ACPSX10-35)

* 9uattro Pro 3.0 3.5"

$3999 00
$3399.15

SKU 132691

gland' Desktop Music System

Hewlett-Packard PaintJet coto- graphics printer with capte
Model HP 3630-A-

SKU 95036

• Turbo Pascal for Windows

r
Ca'C

Order#/SKU
<91991M46e62
Price: Retail
$749 00
Discounted
$636.65

(24FSQPR
D1-30)

$495.00

* 9uattro Pro 3.0 5.25"
SKU 132683

* Reflex 2.0
SKU 133647
* Sidekick 2.0
SKD

146587

(24FSQPR10.30)

$495.00

(REFLEX)

$249.95

(BORI 13PC3)

$99.95

University of

University Book Store

AU Prices are subject

'«U

University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

°

»J0niPUter 8tore
without notice

Chan«c

On Campus to Serve You
Dish

"

—

rcr

